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Deterministic pushdown machines working on w-tapes are studied; the o-languages 
recognized by such machines are called o-DCFL’s. Various w-recognition mechanisms 
in the machines are considered, yielding a hierarchy of “i-recognizable” classes of w- 
DCFL’s. Algebraic characterizations are obtained for each of these classes. Certain 
decision problems, generally undecidable, are shown to be decidable within some of the 
classes. 
INTRODUCTION 
An w-language is a collection of w-length strings over some alphabet; an w-machine is 
any device capable of processing (or recognizing) w-length inputs. 
Most of the previous work on w-languages and w-automata was concerned with the 
infinite behavior of fmite state automata ([2, 12, 14, 17] and other papers). A basis for a 
general theory of w-languages was laid in a series of two papers [3,4]. In the first paper 
the fundamental notions concerning w-grammars and w-machines were introduced 
and w-context free languages (w-CFL’s) were studied and characterized. In the second 
paper various models of w-generation in grammars were considered and the notion of 
“type i recognition” by w-pushdown automata (w-PDA’s) was introduced, giving rise to 
a hierarchy of “i-recognizable” classes of w-CFL’s. A summary of the results in the above 
papers which are relevant to the current paper is included in Section 1. 
w-Languages associated with pushdown automata were also recently studied by 
Linna [15]. 
This paper is devoted to the study of deterministic CO-PDA’s and the corresponding 
family of UJ-DCFL’s. Following the preliminaries in Section 1, closure properties of the 
w-DCFL’s are studied in Section 2. In Section 3 the families of w-languages obtained by 
applying the w-Kleene closure operator to the classes of deterministic CFL’s are con- 
sidered. Section 4 deals with the various modes of recognition in w-DPDA’s; the families 
of wDCFL’S i-recognizable by w-DPDA’s (i = 1, l’, 2, 2, 3) are shown to constitute 
a hierarchy which differs in structure from the analogous hierarchy obtained for the 
nondeterministic U-PDA’s. Each family in the hierarchy is algebraically characterized. 
In Section 5 the relations among the above classes of w-DCFL’s and the other classes of 
UJ-PDA languages are established, yielding a rich hierarchy of w-CFL families. Section 6 
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deals with decidability questions concerning both deterministic and nondeterministic 
w-CFL’s, as well as questions concerning membership in any of the i-recognizable 
classes. 
1. ~-CONTEXT FREE LANGUAGES-PRELIMINARIES AND A SURVEY OF PREVIOUS WORK 
We now present a brief summary of the basic notions and main results concerning 
w-context free languages and w-pushdown automata, as presented in [3,4]. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the fundamentals of formal language theory; 
the terminology and notation used here are taken from [I I]. 
A finite string (word) over Z is any sequence x = I-I,“_, ai , where ai E 2 for i = l,..., k, 
k = 0, l,...; xR = I& uk+l-i is the reversal of x. k is the length of x and is denoted by 
] x I. If 1 x 1 = 0, x is the null (empty) word and is denoted by E. Let IV denote the set 
of natural numbers. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For any alphabet Z, let P denote all infinite (w-length) strings 
o = I-J:=, ai , ai E Z, over Z. Any member u of .P is called an w-word, or w-string. For 
any language L C Z*, let 
Lw= CTE#PJI 
I 
u = fi xi, Vi = 1, 2 ,..., E # x,EL . 
id I 
(Note that if L = {c} then LW = 0.) An w-language is any subset of Zw. For any a = 
l-I:=, al E P, al E Z, define for each j > 1, ub = IJF, ai , u(j) = aj and u/O = E. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let L, , L, be w-languages over Z. Define the quotient of L, w.r.t. 
Lz(Ll/LJ, to be L,/L, = {x E Z* 11~ EL, s.t. xy EL,}. For any w-language L over 2, 
define Init to be L/D. 
Note that the quotient of two w-languages is a finite-string language. 
DEFINITION 1.3. For any mapping 4: A -+ B, where A and B are sets, define 
Aa($) ={bIb~& caW,W)) > 1, h w w ere card(S) denotes the cardinality of set S. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A (nondeterministic) finite-state machine (FSM) is a quadruple 
M = (K, Z, 6, qs), where K is a finite set of states, .?Y is a finite input alphabet, 4s E K 
is the initial state, and 6 is a mapping from K x .Z into 2K. An FSM is called deterministic 
(DFSM) iff 6: K x Z + K. An w-type Jinite-state automaton (w-FSA) is a 5-tuple 
1M = (K, Z, 6,q0, F), where 1M’ = (K, Z, 6,4,,) is an FSM and F C 2K is the collection 
of designated state sets. M will sometimes be written as (M’, F). An w-FSA (1M’, F) is 
deterministic (w-DFSA) if M’ is deterministic. 
Let u = n:, U~ E Z, where ai E Z, i > 1. A sequence of states Y = {ql}i>l is called 
an (infnite) run of M on a, starting in state p, iff: (1) ql = p; (2) for each i > 1, qttl E 
6(q, , ai). In case a run Y of M on u starts in state q,, , we refer to it simply as “a run of M 
on a.” 
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Every (infinite) run Y induces a mappingf, from N into K, where Vi > 1, fr(i) = qr . 
Define INS(r) = In(fr). INS(r) is th e set of all states in K entered by M infinitely many 
times during run Y. Define: 
T(M) = {u E BJJ ( there exists a run Y of M on u s.t. INS(r) EF}. 
T(M) is the w-language accepted by M. 
In [17] the equivalence of the models of deterministic and nondeterministic w-FSA is 
established. This leads to a characterization of the w-FSA languages by means of a new 
operator, the “w-Kleene closure,” applied to the regular sets. 
DEFINITION 1.5 [2]. For any family of sets 9 over alphabet ,Z, the w-Kleene closure 
of dip, denoted w-KC(g), is 
w-KC(Z) = 
I 
L C .P 1 L = b UiViw for some Vi, Vi E 3, i = I,..., A; k = 1, 2 ,... 
t=1 
Let w-KC(CF) (w-KC(Reg)) denote the w-Kleene closure of the family of the context 
free (regular) languages. 
The following theorem summarizes the main characterizations for o-FSA languages. 
THEOREM 1.6 [17,20]. For any w-language L, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) L belongs to w-KC(Reg); (b) there exists an w-FSA that accepts L; (c) there exists an 
w-DSFA that accepts L. 
An w-language L satisfying one of the conditions in Theorem 1.6 above is an w-regular 
language. 
In [3], a theory of w-languages of higher complexity than the w-regular languages has 
been initialized. The basic notions of w-grammars, w-context free languages, and 
w-pushdown automata will now be introduced. 
DEFINITION 1.7. A pushdown machine (PDM) is a 6-tuple M = (K, Z, r, 6, q,, , Z,), 
where K is a finite set of states, Z is a finite input alphabet, r is a finite pushdown alphabet, 
qO E K is the initial state, 2, E r is the start symbol, and 6 is a mapping from K x 
(Z u {c}) x r to finite subsets of K x r*. 
If y E r+ describes the pushdown store contents, the leftmost symbol will be assumed 
to be on “top” of the store. A con.guration of a PDM is a pair (Q, r), where Q E K and 
y E I’*. For a E .Z u {E>, y, /3 E r* and 2 E r, if (p, fl) is in 6(q, a, Z), then we write 
a: (4, W h4 (A P>. &, is the transitive reflexive closure of t-,,,; the subscript M 
will be dropped whenever the meaning remains clear. 
Let 0 = nT=“=, ai E ZW, where ai E Z, Vi > 1. An infinite sequence of configurations 
r = {(qi , yi)}$>i is called a complete run of M on u, starting in configuration ( p, r), iff: 
(a) (ql , rr) = ( p, r); (b) for each i >, 1, there exists bi E .Z U {c} satisfying b,: (qi , n) I-,+, 
(qi+i , yi+i) s.t. nF=, bi = ny=, ai . Every such run induces a mapping from N into K, 
fr: N - K, where fv(i) = qi , the state entered in the ith step of the computation described 
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by run Y. Define INS(r) = In(f,). INS(r) is th e set of all states entered infinitely many 
times in run Y. A complete run Y of M on a, starting in configuration (~a , Z,), will be 
simply referred to as “a run of M on a.” 
DEFINITION 1.8. An w-type pushdown automaton (w-PDA) is the system M = 
(K, Z, r, S, q,, , 2, ,F), where M’ = (K, Z, I’, 6,qs, 2,) is a PDM and F C 2K is the 
collection of designated state sets. M will sometimes be written as (M’, F). Define: 
T(M) = (0 E ,JYw 1 there exists a complete run Y of M on (I s.t. INS(r) EF}. 
T(M) is the w-language accepted by M. 
Let PDL, denote the class of w-languages which are accepted by w-PDA’s. 
An w-PDA with a unique set of designated states will be denoted by U-OJ-PDA. In 
this case we write M = (K, Z, r, 6, p,, , 2, , F) where F C K is the unique designated set. 
We now introduce another mode of w-recognition in PDA’s. 
DEFINITION 1.9. An w-empty pushdown automaton (w-EPDA) is a PDM M = 
(K, 2, r, 6, qO , X) with initial pushdown symbol X, satisfying the following condition: 
For each a EC u (e} and q E K, if (q’, y) E S(q, a, Z), then y = y’X for some y’ E (r - {x))*, 
in case 2 = X, and y E (r - (X}) * in case Z # X. T,,(M), the w-language accepted by M 
by w-empty store is defined as the set of w-words u s.t. there is a run of M on u during 
which M reaches X on the pushdown store infinitely many times. 
Let EPDL, denote the class of w-languages of the form T,(q for some w-EPDA M. 
Before stating the characterization theorem for w-PDA languages, we need the following 
closely related notion of an w-context free grammar. 
DEFINITION 1 .lO. An w-context-free grammar (w-CFG) is a quintuple G = 
(VN, VT,P,S,F), where Gl =(VN, V~-,p,s) is an ordinary context free grammar 
[l 1) and F _C 2’N. The sets in F are called repetition sets. Let v = V, u VT . 
Let d be an infinite derivation in G: 
where for each i, ui E VT* and 0~~ E V,V*. Let u = fl7-r ui . If u E V,W, we write d: 
ti a:‘, a. Define a mapping dy: N -+ V, where dv(i) = the variable rewritten in the ith 
step of d. Then let INV(d) = In(d,). Define: 
~dG&MG)I = (0 E VT” I h t ere exists a leftmost [not necessarily leftmost] 
derivation d: S $ u, INV(d) E F}. 
UGF-dGII h is t e w-languagegenerated by G by Leftmost [nonleftmost] derivations. 
Let CFL, [nl-CFL,] denote the class of w-languages of the formLi(G)[&(G)], where 
G is an W-CFG. An w-context-free Zanguage (w-CFL) is any w-language of the form 
,31(G), where G is an w-CFG. 
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In [3] the connection between w-PDA’s, w-KC(CF), and w-CFG’s was established, 
leading to the following characterization theorem for w-CFL’s. 
THEOREM 1.11 (Characterization Theorem for w-Context Free Languages). CFL, = 
w-KC(CF) = PDL, = EPDL, . 
We now define a variety of modes of “i-acceptance” in w-automata, which were first 
introduced in [14]. 
DEFINITION 1.12. Let f: N -+ S be a mapping of the set of natural numbers into a 
set S, and let F C 2s. We say that f is: 
l-accepting w.r.t. F if (ZIH E F)(St), f (t) E H. 
1’-accepting w.r.t. F if (3H E F) (Vt), f(t) E H. 
2-accepting w.r.t. F if (3H EF), In(f) n H # 0. 
2’-accepting w.r.t. F if (!lH E F), In( f ) C H. 
3-accepting w.r.t. F if In(f) E F. 
DEFINITION 1.13. Let M be an W-FSA [w-PDA]. For i = 1, l’, 2,2’, 3 define: 
T,(M) = {u E Zw 1 there exists a [complete] run r of M on (r s.t. f, i-accepting w.r.t. F}. 
T,(M) (i = 1, l’, 2,2’, 3) is the w-language i-acceptedby M. 
Note that T(M), the w-language accepted by w-automaton M, as defined above 
(Definitions 1.4,1.8), coincides with Z’,(M). As will be seen later, 3-acceptance (henceforth 
referred to simply as acceptance) is the most powerful of the above i-acceptance modes. 
DEFINITION 1.14. Two w-PDA’s M and M’ are i-equietaht (for i = 1, l’, 2,2’) iff 
T,(M) = T&W’). 
The above definitions are illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1.15. Let M = ({q,, , qr), {a, b}, {Z, , 2, , a, b}, 6, q,, , Z,> be a deterministic’ 
PDM where 6 is defined as follows: For every c E Z, S(q,, , c, 2,) = (q,, , cZJ, 8(q0 , c, c) = 
(a,, cc), Qz, , c, -G) = kzo ,c.U also %, , E, -G) = k19 -G) and %zo7 a, b) = 
For x E Z* let #e(~) denote the number of occurrences of letter c in x. Define the 
language L = {x E Z* 1 #a(~) = #b(~)} and the w-languages L,, = {u E Zw 1 Vn > 1, 
#a(+4 3 #&M and L,, = {u E ,P j Vn >, 1, #Ju/n) 2 #o(a/n)}. Clearly 
T&K @a 9 cd4 = TsVA GA, 9 & = 20; h owever, changing the designated set, we 
obtain T’,(M, {qO}) = L*(L,, U Lba) and T,((M, {q,,}) = L,, u Lb, . 1 
1 A PDM Ml = (K, B, r, 6, q. , 2,) is deterministic (DPDM) if for each q E K, Z E r, a E E, 
(1) 6(q, 0, Z) contains at most one element; (2) 6(q, l , 2) contains at most one element, and (3) if 
6(q, E, 2) is not empty, then 6(q, a, 2) is empty for all a E Z. 
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As follows from the above definition, in the case of l-acceptance and 2-acceptance, one 
may assume w.1.o.g. that there is only a single designated set in the collection F, i.e., it 
suffices to consider only U-w-PDA’s. 
Notation 1.16. For i = 1, l’, 2, 2, an w-language i-accepted by some w-DFSA will 
be called an Ai-w-regular language. For i = 1, l’, 2,2’, the class of w-languages i- 
accepted by w-PDA’s will be denoted by Ai-PDL, . 
The families of Ai-w-regular languages were studied in [12, 141; in [4], the classes 
Ai-PDL, , i = 1, l’, 2,2’, and also nl-CFL, were characterized and shown to constitute 
a hierarchy within CFL, . The main results concerning these classes are summarized 
in the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 1.17. For each nonregular language L over alphabet Z and symbol d $ ,?I, 
we have: (a) LdW 4 Al’-PDL, . (b) (Ld)” 4 A2’-PDL, . 
THEOREM 1.18. w-Reg 2 Al’-PDL, $ Al-PDL, = AZ’-PDL, _C nl-CFL, ‘& CFL, = 
A2-PDL, . 
In Sections 4 and 5 the analogous hierarchy for deterministic w-PDA’s will be studied 
and imbedded into the above hierarchy. 
2. DETERMINISTIC W-CFL’S-GENERAL PROPERTIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. An W-PDA M = (M’, F) is deterministic (w-DPDA) if M’ is a 
deterministic PDMl (DPDM). A deterministic U-w-PDA will be denoted by U-w-DPDA. 
An w-language accepted by an w-DPDA is a deterministic context free w-language 
(w-DCFL). The class of w-DCFL’s will be denoted by DCFL, . 
Notation 2.2. If M is an w-DPDA, for every u E .Zw there is a unique run r of M on u 
determined by the starting configuration ( p, r). In case Y is a complete run we shall use 
the notation INSM( p, y, u) instead of INS,(r). If M is a DFSM the unique run of M on a 
is determined by the starting state p and the notation INS,( p, u) will be used. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An w-PDA M has Property C (continuity property) iff for every 
w-tape 0, there is a complete run of M on u. In case M is an w-DPDA with Property C 
the unique run of M on u has to be complete. 
Notation 2.4. For i = 1, I’, 2,2’, the class of w-languages i-accepted by w-DPDA’s 
with Property C will be denoted by AGDPDL, . The class of w-languages l-accepted 
by w-DPDA’s not necessarily with Property C will be denoted by Ai-DPDL, . 
We now add the assumption that all w-DPDA’s dealt with have Property C. For 
i = l’, 2,2’, 3, there is no loss of generality in making this assumption, since any given 
w-DPDA M can be converted into an i-equivalent w-DPDA with Proprety C. The 
elimination of infinite ~-loops is carried out exactly as for a DPDA [9], except that 
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whenever M is blocked or enters an infinite ~-loop, the modified automaton will enter a 
new nonfinal state, in which it will scan the rest of the input. Hence we have: 
LEMMA 2.5. For every wDPDA M andfor every i = l’, 2,2’, 3, there is an i-equivalent 
w-DPDA M’ which has property C. 
Remark 2.6. Lemma 2.5 above does not hold for l-acceptance by w-DPDA’s. Let 
M = &oh lo, 11, @oh 6 qo 7 zo 7 bol) b e a U-o-DPDA, where 6(go, 1, Zo) = (qo, 2,); 
then TI(M) = (1”). H owever, (1”) cannot be l-accepted by any w-DPDA which has 
Property C, as follows from Theorem 4.2.6a below. Informally, this is because’s l-ac- 
cepting w-DPDA “decides” to accept an w-string upon entering a final state for the 
first time during the run, and cannot later on change its decision if it has Property C and 
is not allowed to block. 
It follows that Al-DPDL, s Ai-DPDL, . 
For our purposes it turns out to be more convenient to deal with w-DPDA’s with 
Property C, including the case of l-acceptance. Therefore, we shall henceforth assume that, 
unless otherwise specified, all UI-DPDA’s possess Property C. 
As one can expect, most of the closure properties of the deterministic CFL’s [9] can be 
generalized for w-DCFL’s, although, because of the nonterminating nature of the 
w-strings, some of the proofs here become rather cumbersome. Exceptional in this 
section is Theorem 2.15, which has no analog in the classical theory; the theorem deals 
with a new way of obtaining w-languages from finite-string languages. 
By Lemma 2.5 above, we immediately obtain: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. DCFL, is closed under complementation. 
Using the standard direct product construction we also have: 
PROPOSITION 2.8. If L is an w-DCFL and R is an w-regular language, then L f~ R, 
L v R, L - R, and R -L are w-DCFL’s. 
The quotient with respect to an w-regular language turns out to be an appropriate 
tool for investigating properties of w-languages. 
Let M = (K, Z, r, 8, qO, 2, , F) be an w-DPDA and let A = 17,(M)(K, ,,I?, 6, , p, , F,J 
be an w-DFSA. Following [ll, p. 1731, a predicting machine, 17,(M), for M and A will be 
built to prove that T(M)/T(A) is a DCFL. The predicting machine n,(M) will have on 
its store [Zi , tii][Z,-r , ai-r] 0-e [Z, , al], rf the store of M IS Z&., ... 2,. Here 4 is a 
mapping from K x KA into (0, l} defined as follows: For 1 < j < i, a,(q,p) = 1 iff 
there exists u E ,Z” s.t. both INS&, 2,.-r ... 2, , u) EF and INS,( p, u) EF~ . Otherwise 
c&, p) = 0. Here, too, cri depends only on the lowest j - 1 symbols on the pushdown 
store of M and not on the jth symbol. 
LEMMA 2.9. For given w-DSFA A = (KA , Z, 6, , p, , FA) and UJ-DPDA M = 
(K, Z, I’, 6, q. , 2, , F), there is an effective procedure for constructing a predicting machine 
M’ = 1?,(M) as above. Furthermore, M’ is a DPDM. 
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Prmf. The proof follows the lines of the proof in [ll]. Let M’ = (K, 2, r x C, 
8, q0 , [Z, , &j) be a DPDM, where C is the set of all mappings from K x KA to the set 
(0, l} and % is the zero mapping. For 4 E K, a E Z u {E}, 2 E I’ and 01 E C, 6’ is defined as 
follows: 
(1) If &I, a, Z) = (q’, 4, then WI, a, [Z 4 = (a’, 4; 
(2) If %7> a, 4 = (cl’, 4 ... Z), then S’k, a, [Z, 4) = k’, [G , 4 -*. VT1 ~4, 
where oli , 1 < i < Y, are appropriate mappings. 
Utilizing the closure of DCFL, under intersection with w-regular languages, and also 
the decidability of the emptiness problem for w-CFL’s [3], one can easily verify that 
each oli , 1 < i < Y - 1, can be effectively computed from olp+i and Z,+i (clearly 01,. = a). 
Hence M’ is a DPDM and can be effectively constructed. a 
Following the proof of Theorem 12.4 in [l 11, we have: 
THEOREM 2.10. Let L be un w-DCFL and let R be an w-regular language. 77wn L/R 
is a DCFL. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let L be un w-DCFL; then Init (L) is u DCFL. 
The following rather obvious lemma will be needed later. 
LEMMA 2.12. For any L in DCFL, (AGDPDL, , i = 1, l’, 2,2’) ower alphabet Z 
and for any x E Z, x\L = {u E Zw 1 xa EL) is in DCFL, (ACDPDL, , i = 1, l’, 2, 2’, 
respectively). 
The next theorem is a generalization of a well-known closure result on DCFL’s [9]; 
however, the proof for w-DCFL’s is rather involved and is presented in full in Appendix A. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let L be a DCFL and let R be an w-regular language; then LR is an 
w-DCFL. 
We now consider inverse GSM mappings; these provide means for producing 
w-languages from finite-string languages. 
DEFINITION 2.14. Let S = (K, ,Z, A, 6, qo) be a (2, d)-GSM.2 Let u = lJT=, ui E Cw, 
where ui E z, Vi > 1. An infinite sequence Y = {(qi , xJ}~>~ , where qi E K and xi E d *, is 
called a run of S on u if: (a) (qi , xi) = (q,, , c); (b) for each i > 1, (qi+i , xz+i) E 8(qi , ui). 
Define S(u) = { ai E d * w dw 1 there exists a run Y = {(qi , xJ}~>~ of S on u s.t. ui = 
nFs, xi}. For L _C D, let S(L) = IJoEL S(u). 
Now define for ui E d * u Am, S-l(ul) = {u E .P 1 u1 E S(u)}. For L C dw U A * let 
s-w = UoleL S-l(q); F(L) is an inwerse GSM mapping. For each w-language L over 
z, GSM S is called w-preserving on L if S(L) C dw. S is w-preserwing if S(Zw) C dw. 
2 A (Z, A)-GSM is the system S = (K, 27, A, 6, qo), where K is a finite set of states, Z is the 
input alphabet, A is the output alphabet, 6 is a mapping from K x Z to finite subsets of K x A* 
and pO is the initial state. S is called detevnzinistic (C, A)-GSM ((Z, A)-DGSM) iff 8: K x X +K x A*. 
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THEOREM 2.15. For any non-w-preserwing deter&&tic (2, d)-GSM S and DCFLL, 
S-r(L) n dw is in A2’-DPDL, . 
Proof. Let S be a (Z, d)-DGSM and let M be a DPDA that accepts L. The proof 
follows the lines of the construction in [ll, p. 1721; specifically, a U-w-DPDA M’ = 
(&fr , F) is constructed, which, using a buffer, simulates S on the input and M on the 
output of S. On top of this, whenever M reaches a final state, M’ enters a corresponding 
state in F, guessing that from now on S will emit only output E. If the guess turns out 
to be wrong, M’ continues the simulation in corresponding states outside F until the 
next time M enters a final state, when the whole procedure is repeated. Clearly, 
T,,(M’) = S-l(L). l 
Similarly one can prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.16. DCFL, is closed under inverse deterministic GSM mapping. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. (a) DCFL, is not closed under union, intersection, and homomor- 
phism.3 (b) For every DCFL L, Lw is not necessarily in DCFL, . 
Proof. The languages L, = {aibia~ 1 i,j 3 l} andL, = {a%%~~ / i,j > 1) are DCFL’s, 
s.t. L, n L, is not a CFL, and L, u L, is not a DCFL [9]. L,bw and L,& belong to DCFL, 
but by Theorem 2.10 and the above, L,& u L,bw and L,bW n L,& cannot be in DCFL, . 
As for homomorphism, one can construct an c-free homomorphism h s.t. h(cLlbwudL.@‘)= 
c(L, U LJ bw; hence DCFL, is not closed under homomorphism. For (b), let L = L, U 
CL, u {c}. Then Lw n cu+b+a+p = c(L, u LJ cw = L, , but c(L, u L,) is not a DCFL, 
and by Theorem 2.10, L, , and therefore also Lw, is not in DCFL, . 1 
Remark 2.18. We saw that the Init of an w-DCFL is a deterministic CFL. The 
following example shows an w-CFL which is not in DCFL, but the Init of which is Z*. 
Let ,Z = (a, b, c}, L, = CL, U L, , and L = Z*L#‘. Then Init = .Z* and LO& E DCFL, 
but L n CCZ+~+U+& = c(L, u L,)bW; h ence c(L, u Lz)& and L are not in DCFL, . It also 
follows that there exist a regular language R = Z* and an UJ-DCFL L’ = L,& s.t. RL’ 
is not an w-DCFL. 1 
3. THE w-KLEENE CLOSURE OF THE DETERMINISTIC CFL’s AND 
VARIANTS OF w-DPDA’s 
In [3] the family of w-context free languages was characterized as w-KC(CF), the w- 
Kleene closure of the context free languages, and also as the family of w-PDA (w-empty- 
store PDA) languages (Theorem 1.11). In the attempt to derive similar characterizations 
for the w-DPDA languages, an interesting hierarchy of the deterministic variants of the 
above-mentioned families is obtained. In particular, the w-Kleene closure of the family 
3 Let X, d be two fmite alphabets. A homomo~phkm h is a mapping h: Z -+ A*. h is said to be 
c-free if V a E Z, h(a) E A+. For o = I$:, ai E Zw, where ai E Z for i > 1, define h(o) = ni”,, h(ai). 
For L C Z:“, define h(L) = lJOE~ h(o). 
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of strict deterministic languages [13] is characterized by means of quasi-deterministic 
w-PDA’s. 
Notation 3.1. Let DCF denote the family of deterministic CFL’s. Let SDCF 
denote the family of strict deterministic CFL’s (i.e., CFL’s which are accepted by empty 
store by deterministic PDM’s) [ 131. 
THEOREM 3.2. DCFL, ,C w-KC(DCF) & CFL, . 
Proof. (a) First prove DCFL, C w-KC(DCF). Let M = (K, 2, I’, 6, q,, , 2, ,F) 
be an w-DPDA. Since by definition, w-KC(Z), for any family 2, is closed under union, 
we may assume that F consists of only one set, denoted by F itself. Let F = {qi}iC1, and 
defineB={(p,y)Ip~F,/y/ 31, (P,Y) in the range of S}. For every ( p, 7) in B, 
define Ucp,~) to be the language accepted by the DPDA Mts,~l = (KU {qF}, Z, I’, 8, 
q. , Z. , M), where qF $ K &q, a, Z) = Sk, a, Z) if Sk, 11, Z) # (P, r>, &q, a, Z) = 
(qF , Z) if S(q, a, Z) = (p, Y), Sk,, E, Z) = (p, 7). For each (p, r) E B, define the 
DCFL v( P, r) = G E 2:” I x: (P, r) &M (4, -W +-M (P, wd, where Z E r, y1 E r* 
and q E F s.t. during this computation M stays in F and completes a cycle through all the 
states of F}. We have T(M) = lJ(g,y)EB Utp,V~V&,vj . Hence DCFL, C w-KC(DCF). 
Proposition 2.17 implies that the inclusion is proper. 
(b) Clearly w-KC(DCF) C w-KC(CF) = CFL,. Let Z = (a, b},L = {wwR / w E Z*}, 
and L, = Ldw U J?‘. Suppose L, E w-KC(DCF). Then L, = Ura, GiHiw, where n > 1 
and for each i, Gi, Hi are DCFL’s. Let ij, j = I,... , 1, be those indices,s.t. GijHij r\ Ldw # 
o ; then Hij C d+ for 1 < j < 1. Let L, = U,“=, Gii; then (L,d/d+) n ,?I+ = L. The 
DCFL’s are closed under right concatenation, intersection, and right quotient with the 
regular languages and the same holds also for their union closure. It follows that L is 
a union of DCFL’s, which is false by [9]. Hence we obtain L, $ KC(DCF). 1 
We next consider the deterministic version of an w-empty pushdown automaton. 
DEFINITION 3.3. An w-EPDA M is called deterministic (w-EDPDA) if M is a DPDM. 
The class of u-languages accepted by w-EDPDA’s will be denoted by EDPDL, . 
We now generalize the model of w-EDPDA by allowing the automaton to have more 
than one initial state. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A quasi-deterministic w-EPDA (w-EQPDA) is a 6-tuple M = 
(K, Z, I’, 6, Q. , X), where Q. = {pi):=, C K, 1 3 1, and Ma = (K, Z, r, 6, pi , X) 
for each 1 < i < I is an w-EDPDA. Te(M), th e w-language accepted by M (by w-empty 
store) is defined as (J:=, Te(Mi). The class of w-languages accepted by w-EQPDA’s 
will be denoted by EQPDL, . 
Remark 3.5. Since every w-EQPDA can be considered as a set of w-DPDA’s, each 
with a single initial state, each of the w-EDPDA’s can be modified to have Property C as 
in Lemma 2.5. Thus we obtain an w-EQPDA in which every choice of initial state leads 
to a complete run. 
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We now obtain a characterization of EQPDL, by means of the family of strict deter- 
ministic languages (SDCF). 
THEOREM 3.6. EQPDL, = w-KC(SDCF). 
Proof. (a) Let M = (K, .Z, r, 6, Q0 , X) be an w-EQPDA, where Q0 = { P,}:,~. 
Since Te(M) = u:=, Te(MJ, where for each i = l,..., I, Mi = (K, 2, r, 6, {p,>, X), 
and since, by definition, w-KC(Z), f or any family Y, is closed under union, we may 
assume w.1.o.g. that Q,, = {q,,}. Let K = {qi}~&, and define Ui, Vi, 1 < i < n, to be 
the following strict deterministic languages: 
Ui = {x E ,Z* 1 x: (q,, , X) V& (qi , X) and no proper prefix of x is in U,), 
Vi = {y E Z* 1 y: (qi , X) & (qi , X) and no proper prefix of y is in V,); 
one can then verify that TO(M) = & U,Vili,. 
(b) Let L, , L, be accepted by empty store by deterministic pushdown automata 
MI and M2 , respectively. One can easily construct from MI and M2 an w-EDPDA M s.t. 
T&q = L,L,“. Since EQPDL, is closed under union, we have w-KC(SDCF) C 
EQPDL,. 1 
LEMMA 3.7. w-KC(SDCF) is incomparable with the class of w-regular languages. 
Proof. Let L = {anb” / n > l} aW; then L E w-KC(SDCF) but clearly L is not an 
w-regular language. 
Now consider L = Z*a”, where 2 = {a, b}. Suppose there exist, for some n, strict 
deterministic languages ui , Vi, 1 < i < 11, s.t. L = u~~I U,Vim. Clearly, Vi _C a* 
for 1 < i < n. Now, since baw EL, there exist natural numbers iI , rl , s.t. cl = burl E Ui, . 
Also, clbaW EL, so there exist i2 , r2 , s.t. c a = clbaTa E UiB and i1 # i2 because no word 
in Ui, is a prefix of another. Since czbaW EL, there exist zs , Y, , s.t. c, = c,bars E US, and 
il # iz # is. Proceeding in this fashion, we obtain a word c,,+~ s.t. each ci , 1 < i < n, 
is a pretix of c,,, . Then c,+la” cannot belong to L, since for all Y = 0, 1,2,..., c,+,ar 
does not belong to any Vi , 1 < i < n, a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 3.8. (a) EDPDL, $ DCFL,; (b) EDPDL, $ EQPDL, = w-KC(SDCF) $ 
w-KC(DCF); (c) DCFL, is incomparable with EQPDL,; (d) the class of w-regular 
Zanguuges is incomparable with both EPDDL, and EQPDL, . 
Proof. Let L, and L, be as in the proof of Proposition 2.17. Clearly, EDPDL, _C 
DCFL, . By Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 the inclusion is proper and DCFL, $ 
EQPDL, $ w-KC(DCF). Th e w-language (L, u L,) bw implies that EQPDL, $ DCFL, 
and also that EDPDL, s EQPDL,; the other relations follow from Lemma 3.7. 1 
COROLLARY 3.9. (a) EDPDL, is not closed under union, intersection, and comple- 
mentation. (b) EQPDL, is not closed under intersection and complementation. 
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Proof. (a) L,&, L,bw of Proposition 2.17 show that EDPDL, is not closed under 
union and intersection. As for complementation, let Z = {a, b} and L = (~*b)~; then 
L E EDPDL, but Zcw -L = zl*uw # EDPDL, . (b) is prove similarly to (a). 1 
4. TYPE ~-RECOGNITION IN DETERMINISTIC w-PDA’s 
This section is devoted to a study and comparison of the various modes of i-acceptance 
in w-DPDA’s. Attention is focused on the families AtDPDL, for i = 1, l’, 2,2’, which 
are shown to constitute a hierarchy within DCFL, . The families Al’-DPDL, and Al- 
DPDL, are characterized with the aid of two new unary operations, “extrapolation” and 
“non-init,” both of which, when applied to finite-string languages, yield w-languages. 
Characterizations are also obtained for Ai-DPDL, , i = 2,2’. 
4.1. Basic Results 
We start with two general lemmas concerning the relations among the various types 
of i-accepting mappings. The first lemma follows directly from Definition 1.12. 
In the following let S denote an arbitrary finite set. 
LEMMA 4.1.1. Letr: N-t SbeamuppingandletFC S; then: 
(u) r is l-accepting w.r.t. F z#it is not If-accepting w.r.t. S -F. 
(b) r is 2-accepting w.r.t. F iff it is not 2’-accepting w.r.t. S - F. 
LEMMA 4.1.2. Let F = {Fi}iEI , 1 = 2, 3 ,..,, be a collection of subsets of set S. Then 
there can be deJibed sets, S, , S, and subsets KI C S, , K, C S, s.t. for any giwen mapping 
r: N -+ S, there can be constructed two corresponding mappings Y,: N + S, and r2: N + S, 
satisfring the following conditions: 
(a) For j = 1, 2, andfor each i > 1, rj(i - 1) and y(i) uniquely determine rJ(i). 
(b) Y is 1’-accepting w.r.t. F isf (1) r, is not I’-accepting w.r.t. {K,}; and (2) yI is 
I’-accepting w.r.t. {S, - KI). 
(c) Y is 2’-accepting w.r.t. F if(l) y2 is not 2-accepting w.r.t. {K.J; and (2) y2 is 2’- 
accepting w.r.t. (S, - K,}. 
Proof. For a set Z and n > 1, let Z XR denote the set of n-tuples over Z, for any 
a E 2, let axn denote the n-tuple (a ,..., a). 
Let S, = S x (0, l}xz u S, where S = (S 1 s E S} and let KI = s. Let S, = 
S x (0, l}Xz and K, = S x {l}Xz. In the following let V, or , et,‘, vs and ~a’ denote 
vectors in (0, 1)x1. Define ri and rs as follows: if r(l) = q, then r,(l) = rs( 1) = (q, w), 
where v is derived from Ox1 by setting its jth component to 1 for every 1 < j < 1 s.t. 
q $Fj . For i > 1, let r(i) = q’, yl(i - 1) = (qi , pi) and ~s(i - 1) = (q2 , w,); define: 
(1) if vu1 = lXz then rI(i) = I’; if wa = lx1 then rp(i) = (q’, et,‘), where Q’ is 
derived from OX2 by setting its jth component to 1 for every j, 1 < j < 1, s.t. q’ C$ F,; 
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(2) if n1 # 1X2 (0, # 1x2), then yl(i) = (a’, s’) (r2(i) = (q’, ~a’)), where ~~‘(0,‘) is 
derived from Q(vUZ) by setting its jth component to 1 for every j, 1 < j < 1, s.t. q’ $Fj . 
For i > 1 if r(i) = q’ and r,(i - 1) = q, then define rl(i) = p’. Clearly S, , K1 , Y, and 
S, , K2 , y2 satisfy the requirements of the lemma. 1 
From Lemma 4.1.2 we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 4.1.3. For any w-language L _C 3’; 
(a) L E Al-DPDL, zxZw -L E Al’-DPDL, , 
(b) L E AZDPDL, ET ,B - L E A2’-DPDL, . 
Proof. Let L be l-accepted (Zaccepted) by the w-DPDA (K, Z, r, 6, q. , 2, , F); then 
the w-DPDA Air1 = (K, 2, I’, 6, q. , 2, , {K - (uF,EFF’)}) l’-accepts (Y-accepts) 
Zw -L. If L E Al’-DPDL, (A2’-DPDL,) then by Lemma 4.1.2, J? -L E AI-DPDL, 
(AZDPDL,). 1 
Recall that a U-w-DPDA is an w-DPDA with a single designated set. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.4. FOY each i = 1, l’, 2,2’, every u-DPDA can be replaced by 
an i-equivalent U-w-DPDA. 
Proof. Let M = (K, z1, r, 6, q. , 2, , F) be any w-DPDA. For i = 1,2, the i- 
equivalent U-w-DPDA will be M’ = (K, Z, r, 6, q. , 2, , UFfEFF’). As for i = I’, 2’, 
let F = {Fj}iE1; an i-equivalent U-w-DPDA can be constructed with the aid of Lemma 
4.1.2. a 
4.2. Characterizations of the Families Ai-DPDL, 
We now introduce two new operations Extrapolation (Ext) and non-init (Ninit), 
which will enable us to characterize l-acceptance and If-acceptance by deterministic 
w-automata of any kind. 
DEFINITION 4.2.1. For L C Z* u D, define the extrapolation of L, Ext(L), by 
Ext(L) = {a E Zcw 1 Vz’ > 0, a/i E Init(L F or a family of languages (w-languages) 9, let 
Ext(9) = {Ext(L) 1 L E 9). For L C ,?Y*, define Ninit(L) = Zw - LD. For a family of 
languages Y, define Ninit(9) = {Ninit(L) 1 L E Z}. 
The following example will clarify the above definitions: 
EXAMPLE 4.2.2. Let L = O*ll* over alphabet ZY = (0, I}; the Ext(L) = 00 u O*l”, 
and Ninit(L) = 00. 
Remark 4.2.3. It follows from the definition that for any L, L, , L, C Z* U iP: 
(a) Ext(Ext(L)) = Ext(L); (b) Ext(L) = Ext(Init(L)); (c) Ext(L, ULJ = Ext(L,) U Ext(L,). 
The following example shows that generally Init(Ext(L)) # Init( LetL = {OnIn 1 n 3 I>; 
then Init = {OnI IO < i < n, n 3 I> but Ext(L) = Ow and Init(Ext(L)) = O*. 1 
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The relation between the operations Ext and Ninit w.r.t. general families of languages 
is exhibited in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.2.4. Let 3 be a class of w-languages over Z: Then there exists a class -C&1 
of jkite-string languages s.t. 2 = Ninit(3i) iff for each L E 2, L = Ext(L). 
Proof. Let 3i be a class of finite-string languages for which 5Y = Ninit(zr) and let 
L E S. By definition L C Ext(L). Let L, E g1 be the language for which L = zW - LJw 
and let cr E Ext(L). Since LJ* n Init(zw - L,.Eo) = 0, for all i >, 0, a/i $ LJ*; thus 
by definition a E ,J+ - L,I? or 0 EL. 
To prove the other direction, define -Yr = (z*-Init 1 L E 8). Let L E 3’; by assump- 
tion L = Ext(L). Define L, = Z*-Init( Since Ext(L) = (u E 3~ 1 Vi > 0, a/i $ z*- 
Init(L Ext(L) = Zw -LID = Ninit(L,), h ence Y _C Ninit(&). Now let L, E gr then 
L, = Z*-Init for some L E Y. Ninit(L,) = J?JJ - (2Y*-Init(L))z” = Ext(L), since 
L = Ext(L), Ninit(L,) = L E 8. 1 
LEMMA 4.2.5. (a) For any deterministic CFLL, Ext(L) E Al’-DPDL,; (b) for any 
regular language L, Ext(L) is an Al’-w-regular language; (c)for any w-DCFL L, Ext(L) E 
Al’-DPDL,; (d) f or any w-regular language L, Ext(L) is an Al’-w-regular language. 
Proof. (a) Let M = (K, J?, I’, 6, Q,, , Z,, ,F) b e a DPDA which accepts Init [9]. 
Let a E Ext(L); then for every i 2 1, u/z’ E Init( i.e., a/i: (qa , Zs) &, (4, r) for some 
4 ~3’; since M is deterministic, there is a unique run of h4 on (5. Define the w-DPDA M’ = 
(K, 2, r, S, Q,, , Z,, , {F}); then clearly T,(M’) = Ext(L), (c) By Corollary 2.11, Init 
is a DCFL. As Ext(Init(L)) = Ext(L), the result follows from (a) above. The proofs of(b) 
and (d) are similar to those of (a) and (c) above. 1 
We now obtain characterizations for Al-DPDL, and Al’-DPDL, . 
THEOREM 4.2.6. (a) An w-language L 2 z:w is in Al-DPDL, ;fJ L is of the form 
L = L,.V, wherel, is a DCFL. (b) Al’-DPDL, = Ninit(DCF). 
Proof. Let M = (K, 2, r, 6, Q,, , Z, , F) b e an W-DPDA; then due to Property C, 
T,(M) = T(MJzlu for the DPDA JZi = (K, & r, 8, qO , Z, , lJHEF H). The other 
direction is obvious. (b) follows (a) above and Proposition 4.1.3a. 1 
The above characterization of Al-DPDL, relies heavily on the assumption that all 
automata have Property C. Dropping this assumption, we obtain the following charac- 
terization of Ai-DPDL, . 
THEOREM 4.2.7. Ai-DPDL, coincides with the collection of all w-languages of the form: 
LJW - L.JW, s.t. there exists a DPDM M and two sets of @al states FI , F, for which 
L, = T(M, FJ and L, = T(M, F.J. 
Proof. Let MI = (K, .JY, r, 6, qO , Z,, , F) b e a U-w-DPDA. Define L, = {x E z* 1 x: 
(al 3 ZCJ & (q, y), q E F} and L, = {x E .Z* ( MI , upon scanning x, is blocked or enters 
an infinite a-loop}. Given MI , a modified DPDA can be constructed, that will accept L, 
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and will enter a new nonfinal state whenever Ml is blocked or enters an infinite ~-loop 
[9, 111. Hence L, and L, are DCFL’s of the desired form and clearly T,(M,) = L,.D - 
L.Jw. Now let L, = T(M, Fi) and L, = T(IM, FJ be two DCFL’s where M is a DPDM. 
Modifying M to be blocked whenever it reaches a state in F2 , we obtain a new DPDM JJr 
s.t. the U-w-DPDA M’ = (Mi , Fl) 1’-accepts LID - L,,D. 1 
From the above characterization one can show that Al-DPDL, u Al’-DPDL, !$ 
Ai-DPDL, . 
We now show that within the family DCFL, , the subfamily Al’-DPDL, is charac- 
terized as the collection of all w-languages which constitute “fix points” w.r.t. the 
extrapolation operation. 
THEOREM 4.28. An w-DCFL L is in Al’-DPDL, iff L = Ext(L). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2.6, Al’-DPDL, = Ninit(DCF). Let L E DCFL, . If 
L E Al’-DPDL, , then L = Ext(L) (Th eorem 4.2.4). Suppose L = Ext(L). By Corollary 
2.11, Init is a DCFL, hence by Lemma 4.2.5a, Ext(L), and therefore also L, is in 
Al’-DPDL, . 1 
Remark 4.2.9. (a) Theorem 4.2.8 above cannot be extended beyond DCFL, , 
because 1etL = {aib’ci 1 i, j 2 l} aw U {dbk 1 i, j > l} aw U aw U a*bw U {a”bi 1 i > 1)~. 
It can be easily verified that L = Ext(L); L is in EQPDL, but is not in DCFL, and 
certainly not in Al’-DPDL, . 
(b) Theorem 4.2.8 characterizes 1’-acceptance by deterministic w-pushdown 
automata and cannot be generalized to If-acceptance by nondeterministic w-pushdown 
automata. For let L = (O*l)w; then Ext(L) = (O*l)w u (O*l)*Ow. Since L is w-regular, 
by Theorem 1.18, L is in Al’-PDL,; however, L = Ext(L). Moreover, L can also be 
2-accepted by an w-DPDA; hence the above characterization does not hold for A2- 
DPDL,. 1 
Theorem 4.2.8 yields the interesting corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.2.10. (a) Let L C .D be an arbitrary w-language and let L’ be an u&FL 
in Al’-DPDL, s.t. L CL’ C Ext(L). Then L’ = Ext(L). (b) For any w-DCFL L, Ext(L) is 
the minimal w-language in A l’-DPDL, containing L. 
Proof. (a) Since L CL’, Ext(L) C Ext(L’) = L’ (Theorem 4.2.8); hence L’ = Ext(L). 
(b) follows from (a). i 
COROLLARY 4.2.11. Al’-DPDL, = Ext(DCF) = Ext(DCFL,). 
Proof. For L in Al’-DPDL,, Init is a DCFL (Theorem 2.10) and since L = 
Ext(L) = Ext(Init(L)), L E Ext(DCF). By Lemma 4.2.5, Ext(DCF) C Al’-DPDL, and 
Ext(DCFL,) C Al’-DPDL, and since Al’-DPDL, = Ext(Al’-DPDL,) the equality 
follows. B 
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In the next theorem we derive a decomposition of each w-language in A2’-DPDL, as 
a union of products of DCFL’s and members of AI’-DPDL, . 
THEOREM 4.2.12. Every L E A2’-DPDL, is of t/ze form &LILi’, where 1 3 1 and 
for each 1 < i < I, L,’ E Al’-DPDL, and L, is a DCFL. 
The proof of this theorem follows the same lines of the proof of Theorem 3.2, and is 
left to the reader. 
Remark 4.2.13. Theorem 4.2.12 above does not provide a characterization of 
A2’-DPDL, .4 The following is an example of a DCFL R and an w-language L” in 
Al’-DPDL, s.t. RL”, although in the form given in Theorem 4.2.12, is not in A2’- 
DPDL, . Let R = Z*, where 2 = {a, b, c}, let L’ be as in Remark 2.18 and let L” = 
Ext(L’). Then RL” is not even in DCFL, , as is shown by the proof in Remark 2.18 for 
RL’. 1 
We next define another basic unary operation which turns languages into w-languages. 
This operation, called limit, was used in [2] and also in [7] for constructing elegant 
proofs for the main results on w-regular languages. In [15] the limit operation was used 
to characterize 2-acceptance in w-DPDA’s. 
DEFINITION 4.2.14. For any language L C Z*, define: 
lim(L) = {u E .Zw 1 Vi = 1,2 ,..., 3j > i s.t. u/j EL}. 
For a family of languages 8, let lim(9) = {lim(L) 1 L E A?}. 
Remark 4.2.15. Evidently the limit and extrapolation operations are closely related, 
as is specified by the equation Ext(L) = lim(Init(L)) for any language L. 
The following is Linna’s characterization of AZDPDL, . 
THEOREM 4.2.16 [15]. AZDPDL, = lim(DCF). 
With the aid of the above theorem and Proposition 4.1.3, we also obtain a characteriza- 
tion for A2’-DPDL, . 
COROLLARY 4.2.17. A2’-DPDL, = {.Zcw -L j L E lim(DCF)}. 
4.3. The Hierarchy of Families Ai-DPDL, 
We next study the inclusion relations among the families Ai-DPDL, , i = 1, I’, 2,2’, 3, 
and compare each one with the family of w-regular languages. The results are summarized 
in Fig. 1. The lines indicate proper inclusion, and families not shown to be related in 
the figure are incomparable. Note the basic difference between this hierarchy and the 
corresponding one for the nondeterministic w-DPA families (see Theorem 1.18). 
’ In [4], A2’-PDL, was characterized as {U:-lLi&’ 1 I > 1, Li is a CFL, L,’ E Al’-PDL, , for 
1 < i < 1). 
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Al -DPDLw 
We now proceed to prove each of the specific relations. 
THEOREM 4.3.1. (a) Al-DPDL, and Al’-DPDL, are incommensurate; 
(b) Al-DPDL, and Al’-DPDL, are each incomparable with the class of w-regular 
languages; 
(c) AI-DPDL, u Al’-DPDL, is properly included in AZDPDL, n A2’-DPDL, . 
Proof. Let ,Z = (0, l}. For (a), let L = 0~. Then L # Al-DPDL, by Theorem 4.2.6, 
but clearly L E Al ‘-DPDL, . By Proposition 4.1.3, L’ = Z” - L E Al-DPDL, but 
L’ 6 Al’-DPDL, . 
(b) Neither of the w-regular languages l+OW and CW - l+Ow = (0 U l+Ol+)Zw u lW 
is of the form LD, for any L C Z*; therefore by Theorem 4.2.6, l+OW $ Al-DPDL, u 
Al’-DPDL, . On the other hand, let L, = {O”l” / n >, l}ZW; clearly L, E Al-DPDL, 
and therefore ZW -L, E Al’-DPDL, , but L, and .Zw -L, are not w-regular languages. 
(c) Using Proposition 4.1.4, one can easily verify that Al-DPDL, u Al’-DPDL, 
is included in A2-DPDL, n A2’-DPDL, . The w-language l+OW mentioned in (b) 
implies that the inclusion is proper. 1 
As a consequence of the Theorems 4.2.16 and 4.2.17, we obtain examples of w-regular 
languages which are not in AZDPDL, or A2’-DPDL, . 
COROLLARY 4.3.2. (a) (0, l}*OW is not in A2-DPDL, . (b) (O*l)W is not in A2’- 
DPDL, . 
Pioof. As is shown in [7, p. 3901, for no language L, does lim(L,) = (0, l}*oO; hence 
by Theorems 4.2.16 and 4.2.17, (0, I}*00 $ AZDPDL, and (0, l>W - (0, l}*o” = 
(O*l)W $ A2’-DPDL, . 1 
THEOREM 4.3.3. (a) A2-DPDL, and A2’-DPDL, are incommensurate; 
(b) A2-DPDL, and AY-DPDL, are each incomparable with the class of w-regular 
languages; 
(c) A2-DPDL, u A2’-DPDL, is propdy included in DCFL, . 
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Proof. (a) Let Z = (0, 1). By C oro 11 ary 4.3.2, Z*O” 6 A2-DPDL, but clearly 
Z*Ow E A2’-DPDL,; moreover, (0*1)0 4 A2’-DPDL, but obviously (0*1)0 E A2-DPDL, 
(b) Follows from (a) and Theorem 4.3.1 b. 
(c) Let 9 = A2-DPDL, u A2’-DPDL, . Clearly 8 C DCFL, . Let L = 
lZ*O” u O(O*l)“. By Corollary 4.3.2,O\L 4 A2’-DPDL, and l\L 4 A2-DPDL,; thus by 
Lemma 2.12, L $ AZDPDL, and L +! A2’-DPDL, . However, L is an w-regular language 
and is clearly in DCFL, . 1 
5. THE FULL HIERARCHY OF w-CFL FAMILIES 
We now combine the hierarchy of deterministic w-CFL classes obtained in the two 
previous sections with the general hierarchy of w-PDA families. 
First the positions of EDPDL, and EQPDL, in the hierarchy will be established. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Z = {a, b} and letL,, = {u E 22 1 vfz = 1,2,..., #&u/n) > #&/n)}; 
i.e., u EL,, zy in every prefix of u, the number of a’s is greater than or equal to the number 
of b’s (for x E .?Y, #C(x) denotes the number of occurrences of letter c in x). Then L,, $ 
EQPDL, but Lal, E A l’-DPDL, . 
Proof. (a) L,, is in Al’-DPDL, . The U-w-DPDA M’ that If-accepts L,, will stay 
in the set of final states so long as the total number of a’s is no less than the total number 
of b’s in the prefix of u scanned so far. When the reading head scans a b and the bottom 
symbol X is on the top of the store, the automaton will enter some nonfinal state. 
(b) Suppose M = (K, Z, I’, 8, Bs, X) is an w-EQPDA that accepts L,, , where 
&s = (q~‘}j=, is the set of initial states. The contradiction is obtained similarly to that 
in Lemma 3.7. Clearly aw EL,, , and we may assume w.1.o.g. that aw is accepted by a run 
that starts in q0 . (l) M reaches X on the store infinitely many times. So there are q E K, 
and positive integers k, , 1, s.t. k, > I,, and both ako and azo transfer M from the initial 
configuration (qO , (l) X) to (q, X). Now also akobkoaw EL,~ , If a run that accepts akobkoaw 
starts in q0 , (‘) then also azobkoaw ould be accepted by a run that starts in qj,“, a contra- 
diction. By the same argument, no w-word in L,, of the form akobkou can be accepted by 
a run starting in state q0 . (l) Therefore, input akobkoaw is accepted by a run starting in some 
initial state other than qa’; let this initial state be q,, (‘I By the same argument as that above, . 
there are positive integers k, , Zr , k, > Zr , and state q’ E K s.t. both (a”ob”o) azl and 
(akobko)akl transfer M from (qO , ‘2) X) to (q’, X). Hence a run that accepts a word in Lab 
of the form akobkoaklbklu cannot start in q$j’, j = 1, 2. Repeating the above construction 
I - 2 more times, I numbers {ki}k:t can be found s.t. the w-word (I$:: akcbki) a”, which 
is in L,, , cannot be accepted by any run that starts in fJO , thus is not in &(M). This 
contradicts our assumption and hence L,, $ EQPDL, . 1 
THEOREM 5.2. (a) Al-DPDL, $ EDPDL, g A2-DPDL, . 
(b) EDPDL, is incomparable with both Al’-DPDL, and A2’-DPDL, . 
(c) EQPDL, is incompadde with Al’-DPDL, , A2’-DPDL, , and A2-DPDL, . 
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Proof. (a) It follows easily from the definitions that Al-DPDL, C EDPDL, . 
By Theorem 4.2.6, 00 $ AI-DPDL, ; hence Al-DPDL, & EDPDL, . To prove 
EDPDL, C A2-DPDL, , given W-EDPDA M, construct a U-w-DPDA Ml that 
simulates M, but enters a new state qF whenever M reaches X on its pushdown store; 
then define F = {qF} to obtain T,(M,) = Te(M). The w-language L,, from Lemma 5.1 
shows that the inclusion is proper. 
(b) By Lemma 5.1, L,, EAR’-DPDL, - EQPDL,. By Theorem 4.2.8 the w- 
language l*O” is not in Al’-DPDL, but is clearly in EDPDL, . Lab also shows that 
A2’-DPDL, $ EDPDL, . On the other hand, L = (O*l)” E EDPDL, , but by Corol- 
lary 4.3.2, L is not in A2’-DPDL, . 
(c) By Lemma 5.1, Al’-DPDL,, A2’-DPDL, , and A2-DPDL, are each not 
included in EQPDL, . Since {&aj 1 i, j 3 l} bw u {aMzi 1 ;,j > I} bo is in EQPDL, 
and not in DCFL, (Proposition 2.17), the assertion follows. 1 
We now turn to the nondeterministic w-PDA classes. The inclusion relations among 
the families ACPDL, , i = 1, I’, 2, 2’, nl-CFL, and DCFL, are summarized in 
Theorem 1.18. The next theorem establishes the relations among these families and 
their deterministic counterparts. 
THEOREM 5.3. (a) Al’-PDL, properly includes Al’-DPDL, and is incomparable 
both with Al-DPDL, and with w-KC(DCF). (b) Both AY-PDL, and nl-CFL, properly 
include A2’-DPDL, and are incomparable both with EDPDL, and with w-KC(DCF). 
Proof. Clearly Al’-DPDL, c Al’-PDL, and A2’-DPDL, C A2’-PDL, ., The 
w-regular languages are included in Al’-PDL, and in A2’-PDL,; hence by Corollary 
4.3.2, the above inclusions are proper. 
CFL, =&I-KC(CF) 
I 
EOPDL,. w-KCtSDCF) 
FIGURE 2 
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Now let L = {wwR / w E Z*> do u B’, where d $ .Z is a new symbol. L $ w-KC(DCF) 
(by Theorem 3.2b) and L $ Al-DPDL, (Theorem 4.2.6a) but clearly L E Al’-PDL, C 
AZ’-PDL, . In [4] the following assertions were proved: (i) L, = {aW / n > l}aw I$ 
Al’-PDL,; (ii) L, = {a’@ 1 7t 3 l}” 4 nl-CFL,; and (iii) Al’-PDL, is closed under 
GSM mapping. It also follows thatL, = {an@ 1 n > l)J?’ is not in Al’-PDL, . However, 
one can easily verify that L, EOJ-KC(DCF), L, E Al-DPDL,, and L, E EDPDL,, 
which concludes the proof. 1 
Figure 2 shows the rich hierarchy of w-CFL families obtained in this paper and in 
[3,4]. The lines indicate proper inclusion, whereas the dashed line between nl-CFL, and 
A2’-PDL, indicates inclusion, not necessarily proper; it is still an open problem whether 
this inclusion is indeed proper. Any two families not shown to be related in this diagram 
are incommensurate. 
6. DECISION PROBLEMS 
In this section we consider decidability questions concerning deterministic and non- 
deterministic w-PDA languages, as well as questions concerning membership in the 
i-recognizable classes AGDPDL, and Ai-PDL, (i = 1, l’, 2,2’). In particular, Theorem 
6.2.4 states that for a given w-DCFL L, it is decidable whether L can be 1’-accepted 
(l-accepted) by an OJ-DPDA. The section terminates with a discussion on the W- 
regularity problem for w-DPDA’s. 
The notion of an “effectively given” w-CFL w.r.t a given class of OJ-PDA’s (or W- 
CFG’s) is essential here. 
DEFINITION 6.1. In each of the following cases we say that an w-language L is 
flectively given. 
(a) For an OJ-CFL L, whenever: (1) L is given as a member of w-KC(CF); (2) The 
w-PDA accepting (2-accepting) L is given; (3) The w-CFG generating L is given. 
(b) For L in DCFL, , whenever the w-DPDA accepting L is given. 
(c) For an w-regular language L, whenever L is given in one of the forms mentioned 
in Theorem 1.6. 
(d) For L in Ai-PDL, (z’ = 1, l’, 2’): L is effectively given in Ai-PDL, whenever 
the UJ-PDA i-accepting L is given. 
(e) For L in Ai-DPDL, (i = 1, l’, 2,2’): L is effectively given in ACDPDL, 
whenever the UJ-DPDA i-accepting L is given. 
The following solvability results are from [3]. 
THEOREM 6.2. For any w-regular language R and w-CFL L effective& given, it is 
decidable whether: (a) L is empty, finite, OT infinite; (b) L C R. 
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6.1. Decidability Results Generalized from the Classical Theory 
We start with some general undecidability results for w-CFL’s, which follow from 
analogous results for context free languages. 
In [4] it was shown that for any L C Z* and d $ Z, Ldo is an w-CFL (w-regular lan- 
guage) iff L is a context-free (regular) language. Utilizing this connection, many un- 
decidability results for CFL, are obtained directly from the classical theory [l 11. 
THEOREM 6.1.1. It is undecidable whether: 
(a) The intersection of two w-CFL’s is: (1)finite; (2) empty; (3) an w-CFL. 
(b) For an w-CFL L and w-regular language R: (1) L = R; (2) R C L. 
(c) An w-CFL L is w-regular. 
In [l] (see [8]) a language L, and a family of languages (L(x, y) 1 X, y n-tuples of words 
in {a, b}+}, both over 2 = {a, b}, were constructed with the following properties: 
(1) L, and L(x, y) are deterministic CFL’s; 
(2) L, n L(x, y) = o iff L, r\ L(x, y) is a CFL; 
(3) It is undecidable for arbitrary L(x, y) whether L, n L(x, y) = a,. 
Let e, = Z* - L, and L(x, y) = ,Z* - L(x, y), then from [9] we have: 
(4) It is undecidable whether L, U z(x, y) is a deterministic CFL. 
THEOREM 6.1.2. Given an w-CFL L C ZU, it is undecidable whether: (a) L = ZW; 
(b)Z‘a-L = a;(c)Z’“--Lisanw-CFL. 
Proof. Clearly L’(x, y) = L(x, y) d* and L,’ = L&O, where d 4 ,Z and L(x, y), L, are 
as above, are w-DCFL’s; henceL = (E” - L’ x ( , y)) U (Z;w - L,‘), where Z1 = Z U {d}, 
is an w-CFL (Proposition 2.7). The undecidability of questions (a), (b), and (c) for L 
follows directly from (l), (2), and (3) above. 1 
For w-DCFL’s we obtain the following decidability results: 
THEOREM 6.1.3. Given an u-DCFL L and an u-regular language A, it is decidable 
whether: (a) L = R; (b) R CL; (c) ZW - L = 0 ; (d) .?? - L is an w-CFL. 
Proof. The ,results follow easily from Theorem 6.2a and Propositions 2.7 and 2.8. fl 
By Theorems 2.10 and 2.13, for every L 5: Z* and d $2, Ldw is an w-DCFL ifI L is a 
DCFL. Using this connection, some well-known results from the classical theory [9] can 
be readily generalized. 
THEOREM 6.1.4. For arbitrary w-CFL L, w-DCFL’s L, andL, and regular language R, 
it is undecidable whether: (a) L, n L, = 0 ; (b) L, n L, is an w-CFL; (c) L, U L, is an 
a-DCFL; (d) L, C L,; (e) L is an w-DCFL; (f) RL, is an w-DCFL. 
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In the next theorem, LW plays the role ofL* in an analogous undecidability result for 
DCFL’s [9]. 
THEOREM 6.1.5. For an arbitrary DCFL L, it is undecidable whether Lo is an w-DCFL. 
6.2. Decision Problems Concerning i-Recognizability in w-PDA’s 
PROPOSITION 6.2.1. It is undecidable whether: 
(a) an eJectkey given w-CFL is in A2’-PDL,; 
(b) an w-language effectively giwen in A2’-PDL, 1.( in Al’-PDL,; 
(c) an w-language eflectiwely given in Al ‘-PDL, is w-regular. 
Proof. (a) and (b). As stated in Theorems 1.17, 1.18, for any CFL L 2 Z* ar.d a 
new symbol d 4 .Z, (Ld)” E CFL, , but (Ld)” E A2’-PDL, only if L is regular. Moreover, 
we also have that Ldo E A2’-PDL, but Ldw E Al’-PDL, only if L is regular. Since it is, 
in general, undecidable whether a CFL L is regular, assertions (a) and (b) follow. 
(c) Let L, and L(x, y) b e as in Section 6.1 above and let L/(x, y) = L(x, y) dzI0 and 
L,’ = L,dZu, where 2 = (a, 6, d}. Then L’(x, y) and L,’ are in Al-DPDL, (Theorem 
4.2.6), and thus L = (Zcw - L’(x, y)) u (2” -L,‘) is in Al’-PDL, (Proposition 4.1.3a). 
We have L(x,y)nL, = ET e-L’(x,y)nL,’ = IZ( oL =B. If L(x,y)nL, # O, 
then L’(x, y) n L,’ and L, too, are not w-regular. Hence it is undecidable whether L is 
w-regular. 1 
The following result concerns the extrapolation operation defined in Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 6.2.2. For any gectively given w-DCFL L, one can efJective& construct 
an w-DPDA which l’-accepts Ext(L). 
Proof. Let M be the w-DPDA that accepts L. By Lemma 2.9 and Theorem 2.10 one 
can effectively construct the DPDA M’ = (K, 2, I’, 6, q,, , 2, , F) that accepts Init = 
L/ZU. Then the U-w-DPDA Ml = (K, Z, r, 6, q,, , 2, , F) I’-accepts Ext(L). a 
By Corollary 4.2.10, Ext(L) is the smallest w-language in Al’-DPDL, containing L. 
Hence: 
COROLLARY 6.2.3. For any effectively given w-DCFLL, the minimal w-language in 
Al’-DPDL, containing L can be effectively constructed. 
With the aid of the predicting machine defined in Section 2, we obtain the following: 
THEOREM 6.2.4. For any eflectively given w-DCFLL, it is decidable whether (a) L E 
Al’-DPDL,; (b) L E AI-DPDL, . 
Proof. Let M = (K, Z, r, 6, q,, , Z,,, F) be the w-DPDA which accepts L. By 
Lemma 2.5 one can effectively construct an w-DPDA accepting 3’ -L. Since by 
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Proposition G.1.3, L E Al’-DPDL, if7 Zw - L E Al-DPDL, , it suffices to show that one 
can decide whether L E Al’-DPDL, . 
By Theorem 4.2.8, an w-DCFL L is in Al’-DPDL, SL = Ext(L). Since L C Ext(L), 
L E Al’-DPDL, iff Ext(L) - L = ~3. We shall now show how an w-DPDA M accepting 
Ext(L) -L can be effectively constructed from M. Since the emptiness problem for 
u-CFL’s is decidable (Theorem 6.2) the result follows. 
Following Lemma 2.9, a modified DPDM M’ = (K, 2, r x C, S’, q,, , [Z,, , qJ>, 
operating as a predicting machine, can be effectively constructed. Here C is the set of 
maps from K to the set (0, I}. If the pushdown store of M’ is [Zi , ai] *a* [Z, , &J, for 
1 < j < i and q E K, a,(q) = 1 iff there exists u E .ZU s.t. INS,&, ‘yj , u) E F, where yj 
is the contents of the pushdown store after Zj is erased. ol, is the zero function and 6’ is 
defined as in Lemma 2.9. For every (q’, Z’) E K x r, define the w-DPDA M(q’, Z’) = 
(K, Z, r, 6, q’, Z’, F). Now define the set B Z K x (r x C) as follows: (q, [Z, a]) is in 
B if either (1) T(IM(q, Z)) # 0, or (2) for some qr E K s.t. ar(qJ = 1, there exists a word 
Wl Ez* s.t. w1: (4, LT 4 C?&t (ql, l ). Let B, = K x (r x C) - B. Define the 
DPDM Ml = (KU qB , 2, r x C, S, , qO, [‘s , ZJ), where qe is a new state and 6, is 
defined as follows: For every a E z‘, and (4, [Z, a]) E B, , S,(q, a, [Z, a]) = (qe , Z) and 
VZ E r, 6,(qs , a, Z) = (qe , Z); otherwise 6, is identical to 6’. (Ml , F) is the w-DPDA 
that accepts L and (Ml , {K}) is an w-DPDA which l’-accepts Ext(L). Thus m = 
(&‘1,2K-F)isth d e esired w-DPDA accepting Ext(L) -L. 1 
OPEN PROBLEM:~ Is it decidable, for an effectively given w-DCFLL, whether 
L E A2’-DPDL, (AZDPDL,) ? 
6.3. The w-Regularity Problem fm DCFL, 
In [18] the decidability of the regularity problem for deterministic PDA languages was 
established. The proof of the main theorem in the above paper relies heavily on the 
finiteness of the input tapes, and thus cannot be readily generalized to w-DPDA’s. So far 
we have been unable to resolve the general w-regularity problem for w-DPDA languages. 
However, utilizing the results of Section 4 and the extrapolation operator, we are able 
to establish the decidability of this problem within the subfamilies Al’-DPDL, and 
AI-DPDL,. 
THEOREM 6.3.1. For any L E Al’-DPDL, , L is w-regular ;S Init is a regular 
language. 
Proof. If L is an w-regular language then Init is regular [4]. If Init is regular, 
then Ext(Init(L)) = Ext(L) is w-regular but L = Ext(L) (Theorem 4.2.8); hence the 
assertion. 1 
COROLLARY 6.3.2. It is decidable whether an w-language in Al’-DPDL, u Al-DPDL, 
is w-regular. 
5 This problem has been recently settled by Linna [16]. 
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Proof. If L E Al’-DPDL, then by Theorem 6.3.1 above L is w-regular 8 Init is 
regular. If L E Al-DPDL, , then ,Zw - L E Al’-DPDL, (Proposition 4.1.3) and since L 
is w-regular iff Zw - L is w-regular, the assertion follows. i 
Remark 6.3.3. Theorem 6.3.1 does not generalize to the whole family DCFL, , 
nor even to the subfamily Al-DPDL, , as is shown by the following example. Let 
2 = {a, b} and let L, = {X E Z+ 1 #a(~) = #b(~) and for 1 d fl < I x 1, #Jx/n) # 
#&/41 (#dx) denotes th e number of occurrences of letter c in x). Let L = L&w; then 
Init = ,Z* and Ext(L) = .Zcw. Thus while L is not w-regular, Ext(L) is, and Init is a 
regular language. Since L, is a DCFL, by Theorem 4.2.6a, L E Al-DPDL, . i 
As for the w-regularity of the whole family DCFL, , we note that any regularity test 
for w-DPDA languages must depend to a great extent on the type of recognition used in 
the w-DPDA. The w-DPDA Mr = (M, {pO, qr}) f rom Example 1.15 is an example of 
an w-DPDA with a single designated set s.t. the w-language 3-accepted by Mr is not 
w-regular, while the w-language 2’-accepted by n/r, is w-regular (in facts is B). 
OPEN PROBLEM. Is it decidable whether, for a given deterministic w-PDA M, 
T(M) is w-regular? 
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.13 
Let M = (KM, Z, r, 6,) q,, , 2, , FM) be a loop-free DPDA with q. $FM which 
accepts L, and let A = (KA , z1,6, , p,, , FA) b e an w-DFSA which accepts R. Let 
1 K, 1 = ?z, KA = KA u (01, KA’ = {q’ 1 q E KA}, Kl = KA u K,‘, oxi = (0,O ,...) O)i-times ) 
and Kli = (Kl x Kl x *-. x Kl)i-times . Define: q,-, = [no, Ox”] and K = KIM x Kin. 
Now construct an w-DPDA M’ = (K, Z, r, 6, (TO , 2, , F) as follows. The states 
of M’ will be mostly of the form: [q,p(l),...,p(i), Ox(n-i)], where p(j) E K, 1 <j < i, 
1 < i < IZ. M’ starts in state [q. , Oxn]. In the first component of its states, M’ mimics 
the operation of M on its pushdown store. When M first reaches some final state ql , 
M’ will enter state [ql , p, , Ox(n-l) ] and will start imitating A on its second component, 
while continuing the simulation of M on its first component. Whenever M reaches a 
final state, M’ will change the leftmost 0 component in its current state to pa, and will 
start to mimic A on this component. This rule will be carried on with the following 
exception: Every time two or more of the last n components become equal, they will be 
identified with the leftmost one among them, the others to its right will be changed back 
to 0, and the imitation of A will proceed on the leftmost component only. 
Formally, 6 is defined as follows: 
(1) If 6&q, e, 2) = (ql , r) and q1 $FM, then for every po) E KA , 1 < i < n, 
~([q,P(l),-*, PI, 6) -q = ml , P(1),..., p% r>- 
(2) If 6,&q, E, 2) = (ql , r) and ql EF~ , then for every state [q, p(l),...,p(k), 
Qxtn-Id]: 
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(a) if there exists i, 1 < i < K, for which p, = po), then define 6([‘,..., po+), 
Ox’-], E, 2) = ([ql )..., p(k), Ox’~-~q, y); 
(b) ifp, + po) for each 1 < i < k, then S([q ,..., p(*), OX(n-k)], E, 2) = ([qi ,..., ~9, 
PO 7 0 x(n-a-l)], 7) and for K = 0, 6([p, Oxla], E, 2) = ([ql ,p, , Ox(n-l)], r). 
(3) If a,,,@, a, 2) = (qr , 7) for a E ,Z:, then for every state [q, p(l),..., p(l), OX~-~)], 
1 > 0, let si = a,( pCi), u), i = l,..., 1. 
(a) If for each 1 < i, j < 71, i # j implies si # si , then define: S([q,p(l),...,~(~), 
OX(n-z)], a, 2) = ([ql , s1 ,..,, sz ,s~+~ , OX(n-z-l)], y), where s~+~ = 0 in case qi $F,+, or 
qi E FIM and p, = si for some i, and sI+i = p, in case Q E FM and p, # si , for each 
1 GiGI. 
(b) Otherwise, define “collapse rules” as follows: Let {s,,,, ,..., So,,,,,},..., 
{s~~,~ ,..., s,.,,,,~} be a partition of {si ,..., sr} into maximal disjoint groups of identical si’s. 
We may assume that rl,i < r2.i < . .. < r,+ for i = I,..., t and that r,,, < rl,, < 
-*. < r1.t . 
(i) In case q1 $ F,,, or if qi EF~ but p, = s~,~ for some 1 < k < t, define: 
6([p, p(l) ,..., p(Z), 0x(-q, a, 2) = ([q1 , Cl ,...) ct , OX(n-t)], y), where for 1 f i < t, ci = 
s T1 i if rl,i = i and ci = sL1 i E KA’ otherwise. 
(ii) If qr E FM and p, # S1.i for all 1 < i < t, define: 8([q,pc1),...,pcz), Ox(n-z)], 
4 Z) = G.71 , Cl ,***, ct > PO, 0 x(n--t-l)], r) where q’s are determined as in (i). 
The following e-moves will follow every “collapse”: 
(iii) For every 1 = l,..., 71, q E K,+, and every c, ,..., cI E KA u KA’ s.t. at least 
one of the cI’s is in KA’, let 6([q, ci ,..., c1 , Ox(n-zJ], E, 2) = ([q, s, ,..., s1 , Ox(n-zJ], Z), 
wheresi =ciincaseci~KA,andsi =s~K,,,ifc~ =s’EK~‘. 
It follows from the above construction that (I ELR iff during the run of M’ on u, for 
some i, 2 < i < 71 + 1, the projection on component i of the set of states entered 
infinitely many times by M’ belongs to FA . For let o E LR; then u = X,X, where x1 EL, 
x E R. x1 transfers M to a final state and causes M’ to start simulating A, with input X, 
on its j-th component, for some 2 < j < n + 1. Now this simulation phase of A can 
either be continued forever on componentj, or else, by a “collapse rule” as in (3(b)) above, 
component j may be identified with some other component j’, where j’ < j. Then the 
above simulation phase of A is carried on in componentj’, either forever or until some 
new collapse occurs, whereby the contents of component j’ will be shifted to some com- 
ponent j” < j’, etc. However, after a finite number of such “shifts” of components, the 
above simulation phase of A will stay forever on some component j, , where 2 < j, < j, 
and the set of states appearing infinitely many times on component j. must belong to FA 
in order that x E R. 
The use of KA’ in the above collapse rules will make sure that each component will 
pass through a state in KA’ or 0 each time it collapses, and thus no words other than those 
in LR will cause M’ to enter, in one of its components, a designated set of states in F, 
and stay in this set forever. 
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Formally, define F = {H C AT,,,, x ii;i,” 1 3 = 2,..., n + 1, proji(H) eFA}, where 
proji is the projection on the ith component. 
By the above argument we have T(W) = LR. 1 
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